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NATURING SPA
RECOVERING AN ECOLOGICAL KINSHIP
WITH NEWTOWN CREEK

Generations have trod, have trod, have trod;
And all is seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil;
And bears man’s smudge, and shares man’s smell; the soil
Is bare now, nor can foot feel being shod.
And for all this, nature is never spent;
There lives the dearest freshness
deep down things...
-WB Yeats, The Second Coming

Newtown Creek. 19th century

Newtown Creek. 2007
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INTRODUCTION

The Unicorn in Captivity c. 1495

Tree Cycle
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CONTENTION
Architecture disturbs the space it occupies. In an ecological sense,
a building physically removes plant and animal life that once dwelt
on the spot. The active use of the building through its program,
whether it be a house or a factory or anything in between, can be
damaging to the natural environment as well.
If architecture disturbs, can it do so in a way that is beneﬁcial to
the natural environment? Can it function like a tree, engaging in a
symbiotic relationship with its natural surroundings?
I call this process ‘naturing,’ where human program is integrated
with natural processes, either literally or through juxtaposition of
spaces that do similar things for humans and nature. I contend that
the linking of these processes, or naturing, can improve human willingness to reinhabit natural sites that have been polluted or damaged and where humans tend to shy away.
This project takes Newtown Creek as its site. It is an estuary in New
York City that has been signiﬁcantly disturbed and polluted by human design.
The architectural intervention integrates a spa with a water puriﬁcation system. Traveling down the creek to its most polluted point,
right offshore a superfund copper reﬁning site, the spa visitor will
be linked into a series of spaces where they can clean and be
cleaned by the same creek water.
The possibility of coming in contact with the polluted water not
only in a safe, controlled way, but actively helping to clean it, can
introduce a new mental and physical attitude towards how we occupy urban, polluted, environments. Environmental health can be
improved as we care for our own health.

1:3

NATURING AS CONCEPT
Naturing is about uncovering potential kinships between the human
and natural environment. Naturing does receive inspiration from the
symbiotic relationships found in nature. But it is necessarily more
than biomimicry. Naturing attempts to reconcile the historically constructed division between humans and nature.
The byproducts of such divisions, in the case of Newtown Creek,
may be oil spills and chemical waste. They are covered up and left
to nature to take care of, or simply abandoned without further consideration. My project asks, how do we cope with an environment
we have damaged, rather than leave it?
This project suggests a potential solution to this situation so that we
may avoid an environmental disaster so devastating and far reaching that one’s ‘common sensibilities’ of safety or convenience can
no longer exist. Nature often has the ability to heal and regenerate
itself over time. If we learned from this process and actively helped
to make it happen, we can avoid the environmental trouble associated with our distancing ourselves from nature.
The aim of the program is to be inventive and to actively seek new
forms of architecture that read at different levels, (in this case, regeneration of the environment leads to a regeneration in the body.)
These linked processes form the kinship between humankind and
Newtown Creek.
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KEY CONCEPTUAL TERMS
NATURE:
“the inherent character or basic constitution of a person or thing.”

In the context of this project, I establish nature as a series of forces
associated with animals, plants, and the land itself that disturbs
and is disturbed by human action.
NATURING:
A process in which human and natural actions complement one
another in mutually beneﬁcial state, to the point where they are
bound in an ecological kinship.
LANDSCAPE:
“the landforms of a region in the aggregate...a portion of territory that can
be viewed at one time...a particular area of activity”
“Landscape is the physical manifestation of an ecosystem.”
-John T. Lyle

For this design, landscape encompasses a piece of land (or water)
that is the subject of study for a deﬁned period of time.
KINSHIP:
“the quality or state of being kin: relationship, the state of being interrelated, or, the relation connecting or binding participants in a relationship”

Kinship is the binding of entities in a reliant and productive relationship.

1:5

DISTURBANCE
The force that disrupts an existing environment.

may result in...

RESISTANCE
The plywood resists the
disrupting force, but its
rigidity weakens over time,
ultimately leading to deformation.

or...

RESILIENCE
A rubber band demonstrates
Resilience- its elasticity will likely
help to absorb the force of the
ﬁnger press without
permanent deformation.

Positive Distubances

Low Disturbance Few Animals
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Moderate Hydrologic Disturbances

Hydrologic and Animal Disturbances

KEY ECOLOGICAL TERMS
This project is partly about understanding how to affect ecology in a productive way. The following is a list of terms that describe frequent ecological actions.

DISTURBANCE A disturbance is a disrupting force in an environment that can cause a pronounced change in the ecological balance
of a place. Human disturbances can be destructive, eliminating or
damaging plants and animal life, and air and water quality. Not
all disturbances are negative- disturbances caused by nature can
include ﬁres, ﬂooding, and storms. They often help to maintain the
balance of an ecosystem.
RESISTANCE Resistance is the tendency of an environment to not
be affected by disturbance. Elements that are resistant are not disturbance proof as they may ultimately alter after repeated or strong
disturbance.
RESILIENCE Resilience is the capacity of an environment to recover
from disturbance without permanent deformation. In his book Landscape Ecology in Action, Almo Farina deﬁnes resilience as “a process
by which a system incorporates a disturbance by small changes in
internal structure and function.” (296)
REGENERATION Regeneration is the ability of an environment to
recreate or reform something that has been removed or destroyed,
to regrow. At the same time, it could result in the generation of
something new as a result of its effort to regrow something else.
This project will try to use disturbance as a catalyst for achieving
moments of environmental regeneration in the project.

Disturbance

Naturing

Regeneration
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CASE STUDIES IN NATURING
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, Germany
Landschaftspark was designed in 1991 by the landscape architect
Peter Latz + Partners. It embraces the memory of its former industrial use. The design remediates the polluted soils by phytoremediation while some toxic soils were placed in sealed off old structures
and kept off site.
Memory as a design tool is emphasized at Landschaftspark not so
much as a means of preservation, but to enrich one’s present conciousness. This relationship provides the visitor with the opportunity
to create their own experiences, rather than the one necessarily
provided by the designer.

1:8
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This use of memory is based on exploring existing conditions. The
old pathways and vegetation are paralleled with a new set of movement datum lines that call attention to the old. The environment
that exists is used to create new sorts of urban worlds. The concrete bunkers form garden spaces and the hollow gas tanks become
pools.
The impression of a ‘controlled decay’ is evident as well. The industrial structure is set to decay and nourish the ground it sits upon.
The inset of the Piazza Mettallica is especially demonstrative of this
purpose. At the same time, its presence, like the spa on Newtown
Creek, has the opportunity to teach the public about natural processes.

1:10

The visible use of water in the old canals teaches the visitor about
how water heights change with time and provides him or her with a
tool to mark the season and time of their visit. Sebastien Marot, in
his book, Architecture and Memory, speaks of the productive quality
found in “ambiguous readings of place” and because of this, “territories must be deepened.” Landschaftspark is emblematic of this
ideology.
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Cancer Alley, Louisiana
Cancer Alley is a project by American architect, Lindy Roy. It examines an 80-mile stretch of the Mississippi River from Baton Rouge
to New Orleans. It has the nation’s highest concentration of petrochemical plants toxic emissions in the land, the air, and the water.
Roy’s intervention was to take a barge prototype and multiply them
along this maligned waterway. It’s intended effect according to her
website was to provide “educational and recreational resources to
local communities while promoting tourism.”
While it is debatable if this project would have any remedial effect
on the environment, it nonetheless presents some strong armguments for a stronger human kinship with the natural environment.
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Drive In Movie

Lap Pool
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Motel amidst toxic waste

Geographic Context
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Byxbee Park, Santa Clara County, California
Designed by landscape architect George Hargreaves, and artists Peter Richards, and Michael Oppenheimer, this 30 acre park was built
over a landﬁll between 1988-1992 at the edge of the San Francisco
Bay. It rests over as much as sixty feet of garbage, which is sealed
over in a one-foot-thick impenetrable clay cap and an additional two
feet of soil It contains several pieces of land art as well as earthworks. These installations include several ﬁelds of poles, berms,
mounds, and concrete zigzags that double as ﬂight pattern symbols.
“The park is designed to not only provide the people of Palo Alto
with opportunities for recreation and contemplation of the bay
marshes, birds and wildlife; but to also respond to the conditions
of landﬁll below within the context of the surrounding conﬂuence
of complex ecosystems.” This is a clear instance of naturing in the
landscape.
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“The park is designed to not only provide the people of Palo Alto
with opportunities for recreation and contemplation of the bay
marshes, birds and wildlife; but to also respond to the conditions of
landﬁll below within the context of the surrounding conﬂuence of
complex ecosystems.”
This is a clear instance of naturing in the landscape.
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Riverside South, New York City
Artists Mel Chin, Joyce Kozloff, Mary Miss and Fred Wilson with the
landscape architect Michael VanValkenburg and Skidmore, Owings,
and Merrill collaborated on a proposal for a 122-acre park on the
site of the old Pennsylvania Central rail yards on the west side of
Manhattan in New York City. This remained a proposal, and was
never came to fruition.
According to Joesph Giovannini in ‘Mary Miss’ published by Princeton Architectural Press, the intent was to “create a self-sustaining
park where the processes of cleaning water, rehabilitating soils and
reusing existing structures might transform the infrastructure of this
old industrial site into a place that brings a new awareness of the
connection between the built and the natural environment, between
our history and the future.”

1:20
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SITE ANALYSIS
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Newtown
Creek
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The City of New York
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THE LOCATION
The heavily polluted estuary of Newtown Creek straddles the
border of the boroughs of Queens and Brooklyn in New York
City. At a visible length of 4 miles, it is an enormous geographic armature within the city but its presence within the public
realm is largely negated by the industrial facilities sealing off
its banks.
While it is called a creek, this is misleading. Newtown Creek
is much larger than a typical creek, and its history is that of
a working estuary, where many small creeks and streams in
eastern Long Island ﬂowed togther into it before draining into
the East River. Historically, these fresh waters mingled with the
salt water of the East River. When the tides met, the backing
up of these tides caused the stream to overﬂow the marshes,
and this fact led the Indians to name the waterway “Mispat”,
that is, an overﬂowing tidal stream.
While the creek once ﬂowed through wetlands and marshes,
today the ecology is mired in its industrial past. Nearly the
entire stretch of the creek is bulkheaded. The creek is “dead
water”. It rises and falls with the tide but does not ﬂow.
All is not lost, however. Recently, life is returning to the creek.
One can ﬁnd blue crabs at the mouth, ﬁsh swim in its waters,
and waterfowl are prevalent. Wetland plants are taking over
the abandoned bulkheads and sediment piles and school children are growing oysters, which serve as natural water ﬁlters.
The Newtown Creek Alliance is actively ﬁghting to help life
return to the creek through education and advocacy work.
The creek is a site ripe for naturing.
2:3
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CANOEING ON THE CREEK
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1550
Local native americans swim and fish in
‘Mispat,’ or ‘overflowing tidal stream.’ The
name is derived when the creek’s waters
flowing into the salt water of the East River
back up, flooding the nearby marshes.

1640
Calvary rural cemetery opens along the
creek. Visitors take boats up the creek to
get to the grounds.
The first kerosene refinery in America
is established here.
The first modern oil refinery in America is
established here.

Dutch settlers begin to farm along the creek. It is used
as a highway to transport goods and as an efficient
escape route to the fort on Manhattan Island.
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A HISTORY OF THE CREEK

1848

1854

1867

1880

1920

1950

1989

2007

Standard Oil operates over 100 distilleries on both
sides of Newtown Creek: each refinery’s average
effluent discharge per week is 30,00 gallons, which
is discharged into the creek.
The creek is a major shipping hub. It is widened, deepened, and
bulkheaded to accomodate bigger barges, destroying all its fresh water
sources. Newtown Creek becomes home to such businesses as sugar
refineries, hide tanning plants, canneries, and copper wiring plants.
An enormous underground oil tank rupture begins to send 17 million gallons of oil
spreading over 55 acres into the ground underneath residential Greenpoint, Brooklyn
and eventually out into the creek itself.
The Phelps Dodge copper refinery closes- it’s years of contaminating the creek results in bubbling in the
English Kill due to increases of hydrogen sulfide and a lack of dissolved oxygen.
The creek’s first official public access point is dedicated on the Brooklyn side of the creek.
New York State Attorney General Andrew Cuomo sues ExxonMobil, Chevron, BP America, the Phelps Dodge
Corporation, and Keyspan for violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act in Greenpoint, Brooklyn.
The State of New York awards a $625,ooo grant for brownfields remediation planning around Newtown Creek.
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ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ON THE CREEK

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW
A process of nature in which human and non-human disturbances
complement one another in mutually beneﬁcial state, to the point
where they are bound in an ecological kinship.
COPPER REFINING RUNOFF
The Phelps-Dodge Copper Reﬁnery situated at the large fork in the
eastern portion of the creek leeched byproducts from its copper
reﬁnery into the water. The site of the old
1950 OIL SPILL
In the context of this project, I establish nature as a series of forces
associated with animals, plants, and the land itself that disturbs
and is disturbed by human action.

DISPERSED THROUGHOUT THE CREEK IS A “HYDROCARBON COCKTAIL”
MADE FROM INDUSTRIAL RUNOFF:
Benzene
Tolvene
Methane
Tetrachlorothene
Degraded gasoline
Fuel oil
Naptha (from napalm)

2:15
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VITAL STATISTICS:
DIMENSIONS:
200-300 feet wide
10-40 feet deep
4 miles long

PH LEVEL: 6-7 (slightly acidic)
“a measure of how acidic or basic a composition is”

DISSOLVED OXYGEN: 4 ppm
“aquatic animals needs oxygen to breathe, some species cannot survive if
the dissolved oxygen levels are below 4 ppm levels of 5-6 are required for
growth and activity

BACTERIA PRESENT:
Fecal coliform. Fecal coliform usually live in the small intestine. Their presence indicates untreated sewage in the creek.

TURBIDITY: 4 ft
Turdbidity is a measure of how murky the water is. sediment from runoff,
algae growth from too many nutrients, and sewer water can affect turbidity.

SALINITY: 17 grams/liter
Newtown Creek is a tidal estuary, so salty waterfrom the ocean comes up
the creek and impacts the life that can survive there.

The above ﬁndings were the results of water tests conducted by
the Urban Assembly School for the Urban Environment, located in
Brooklyn, New York.
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THE SITE Over the course of one hundred years, heavy industry and dredging has transformed the creek from a shallow, narrow fresh water estuary into a stagnant, polluted industrial canal.
Despite this and numerous other incursions, including the nation’s
worst single oil spill in 1950, numerous chemical dumps, and
combined sewer overﬂows, the creek’s natural environment has
displayed a fascinating resilience. This is to say, an ability to recover
from the shock of these human disturbances. Slowly, aquatic life
and vegetation has resurfaced in the creek tract. In fact, the natural
environment has begun to initiate a ‘counter-disturbance’ against
built structures by slowly rotting away metal bulkheads or tearing
apart the old stonework that lines the banks of the creek.

In spite of the critical environmental disasters that have occurred
along its banks during its life as a heavily trafﬁcked industrial waterway, Newtown creek has slowly been cleaning itself, allowing various natural ecosystems to develop once again. Understanding how
architectural process can contribute to this cleaning through agitating it allows for a process of eco-effective design that is not geared
towards fulﬁlling a standardized checklist but an attempt to really
understand and improve upon the essence of the site.

2:18

NATURING THE SITE
The easiest way to begin to clean Newtown Creek is to expand the
wetlands and create places for animals to shelter and sustain a
family. This can be accomplished by increasing turbulent ﬂow- Newtown creek is virtually motionless especially in the farthest eastern recesses of the creek. Turbulence dechannelizes the creek by
distributing moving bodies of water into smaller streams, until it is
dissipated into the land around it. Unfortunately, since Newtown
Creek is boxed in on all side by private industrial holdings, free land
is unavailable. This presents an opportunity to design on the water
itself.

A prime zone for an intervention is located where the creek splits,
to the immedate east of the oil spill and adjacent to the Phelps
Dodge Superfund site. The edge condition of the Creek, between
the polluted brownﬁeld sites and the contaminated water serves
to shelter and protect numerous species of developing plant and
animal life. The edge itself is phenomenally hard, because it marks
legal boundaries between seperate tracts of private industrial land.
However, it is literally soft; it is breaking up and decomposing over
time. This decaying interface might provide for an architecture that
grows out of the cracks and separations in the decaying wall.
2:19

N
The creek extents, old and new.
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Intervention Site

-Current Peerless Import., Fmr. Texaco Terminal
-Historic Standard Oil Property
-Residential Neighborhoods

Effects of the 1950 Underground Oil Spill

-Free Product, 2003
-Free Product, 2005
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DRAWING RESEARCH
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DRAWING AS A DESIGN TECHNIQUE
Interpreting Ecological Processes:
Disturbance, Resistance, Resiliance
The goal of this investigation is to prepare a series of studies
that probe the processes that have and are still occuring along
the creek. A truly regenerative project must operate with an
acute understanding of how the landscape functions within the
site.
I choose to use artistic measures and panel diagrams as my
primary means of exploring the thesis because I feel that it is
appropriate to the subject material. For a project with a heavy
emphasis on toxins, soils, grit, and land, I feel that oil paint,
varnish, plaster, wood, and chipboard are appropriate mediums
to express the tactility and the tectonics of my project.
The making of artistic drawings also allows me to experiment
with forms more gesturally, with the ability to have multiple
layers of readability within even one work. Because there is so
much that is uncertain and unknown about Newtown Creek,
drawing gesturally helps me to exercise some creative form making.

3:3

1.

3:4

2.

The drawings on these pages are initial attempts at research. The
process is related in all of them. I follow a regimen of marking and
measuring on the bare surface. Then those marks are either embellished with additional media or they are gouged into the surface.
Alternately, they can be covered over in paint or plaster and treated
as a new tabula rasa. These efforts mimic the marking, gouging,
covering processes that occur on the creek over time. After, the panels were either sanded down to ‘weather’ them or they were given a
coat of laquer for more protection.
These drawings were rather arbitrary in may ways but they opened
the door to getting a ‘feel’ for the kinds of more speciﬁc drawings
that I would want to do later on. They are a series of orchestrated
disturbances. Architecture, in its physical presence, always intitiates- often harmful- disturbances in the surrounding ecosystem.
However, creating architecture with positive disturbances has the
potential to wrest the form and process of an architectural design
into something that is unusal and meaningfully innovative.

1. Details
2. Layering

3:5

3:6

Splitting

Graining
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CONSTRUCTING THE SECTION
My previous studies into marking the surface, from scraping, laquering, sanding encouraged me to take a more focused look at the
creek itself, rather than approach the subject in purely abstract
terms.
The following panel diagrams a series of processes that have occured or are still occuring along the creek that I ﬁnd to be the most
compelling. The disturbances recorded here have had the most
impact on the creek over time; these impacts must at least be emotionally felt, if not downright exploited in a next phase of investigation.
I choose the vehicle of the section because it clearly shows in detail
the processes at work in a way that an elevation or plan cannot
show. So much of what is impacting Newtown Creek occurs either
just at the surface or is completely underwater.
The panels are representing the same section, just at different
times, with different levels and kinds of disturbance. I made the
decision to represent a single section deliberately. First, this single
section does not represent a transect that I took scientiﬁcallythat is to say I did not accurately map the creek bottom and then
construct a real measured section. Rather, this section is “generic”describing processes that are happening at any point along the
length of the creek. This is possible since the creek is channelized
and bulkheaded along its entire length, and most of the pollutants,
except for the oil can be found along most of the creek.
The section panels purposefully exclude land context in this exercise. I believe that this project should develop from the water,
which has a certain autonomy. Then, if appropriate, it should engage the land. The architectural intervention will represent that.
I identiﬁed four conditions on the creek that I thought were important in understanding how the channel is functioning.
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These conditions are the cause of the strongest disturbances and
result in the strongest cases of resilience or resistance.
These conditions were dredging, polluting, containing, and regenerating. The effectswere tested as if they were disturbances on the
panels themselves and the next collage piece that I added to the
panel after that reﬂected either a resisitance or resilience to these
disturbances.
I initially did a series of four panels -the ﬁrst in each set representing one of the four conditions respectively- as a test case. When I
felt that I could develop this series further, as a function of time
in the case of the dredging or as a means of isolating disturbances
in the case of the pollution etc., I produced two more sets of these
four conditions.
The image below describes the mock-up of the entire panel series.
The image on the next page is a mock up of my ideas for the ﬁrst
panel set, and the image on the page following that is of a larger
full mock-up than the one below.

Quick sketch mock up of a full drawing3:9
set

Disturbing the Creek- Facture Studies
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Sectional Studies- Preliminary Sketches
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THE PROCESS OF DREDGING: DISTURBANCE
Dredging involves the manipulation and removal of soil from a water environment for infrastructural and/or ecological improvements.
The original purpose of dredging was for deepening or widening
silted waterways and harbours in order to improve navigation or the
creation of new waterways. But the removal of contaminated sediments from marine environments, known as remedial dredging, has
become an important additional kind of dredging.
Newtown Creek exists in its present form soley through the regular
dredging that occurs along it. If this process did not regularly occur,
the creek would silt up and become impassable. Since the creek is
still a commercial and industrial waterway, albeit less highly trafﬁcked than in its hey day, the dredging is a necessity to maintain
its economic viability.
The problems associated with dredging is its disturbance of aquatic
life and habitat for shoreline vegetation and animals. There is also
the danger that the dredger will stir up the toxic chemicals that
have settled at the bottom of the creek.

3:14

DIAGRAMMING THE PROCESS
I wanted to show the progression of ground removal through a
series
of panels. It’s aims are twofold. The ﬁrst aim is to get a feel of
the process in which the environment in and along the creek is
scratched and scraped away. By delineating marks and removing
pieces of the material, I was making concious decisions as to what
sort of removal might be made over a period of time.
The second aim is to conceive a way of measuring a temporal
change in the creek. These drawings attempt to show that the
dredging was not a one time occurence; these operations are continual, rendering the creek suitable for barges and other industrial
watercraft. Each consecutive panel in this set of three compares
the portion that has been dredged to the portion that is set to be
dredged next, as barges become bigger and require more room.

Dredging Equipment
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Dredging Series
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THE PROCESS OF POLLUTING: DISTURBANCE
The act of polluting in Newtown creek is the release of chemical
substances into the environment to the extent that it begins to
harm humans, animals or ﬁsh, or the environment. This is the byproduct of the heavy industry that sited itself along the creek. Why
it is an unfortunate addition to the creek, it presents a challenge
in its disposal. Pollution will always be created, and the solution
should not just be to limit the amount, but to ﬁgure out ways of
taking it and working with it towards a beneﬁcal purpose would be
more successful in the long run.
The two primary kinds of pollutants are the oil leaking in from
Greenpoint, Brooklyn. The other kind is the so called “toxic cocktail”
of benzene, methane, copper, arsenic and lead, stacked up like new
layers of strata.
DIAGRAMMING THE PROCESS
I tried to be very gestural in the ﬁrst panel, my rendition of the 1950
oil tank rupture that led to oil creep and cleanup efforts leading into
the present day. After dropping a concentrated dosage of ink onto
the surface, I slightly tilted the surface to let it run along it. i reapplied this once or twice more.
The second panel deals soley with representing the mineral and
toxic waste buildup as a series of layers on the creekbed.
The third panel in the set combines the vertical intrusion of the
chemical waste with the lateral creep of the oil plume. It’s three
dimensionality attempts to give the piece a sense of intensity.
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Polluting Series
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THE PROCESS OF CONTAINING: RESISTANCE
Containment is the option used when a pollution disturbance becomes unmanageable. Landﬁlls are always wrapped in geosynthetic
fabric and capped with clay. In the case of Newtown Creek a series
of metal bulkheads along the bank where the underground oil is
most likely to creep out are in place. This is merely a system of resistance, not resilience. These bulkheads will eventually erode away
and need to be replaced. As they hold back much of the bankside
vegetation
Much of the oil is trapped underground by a natural layer of clay
that prevents it from rising straight to the surface. This is what
forces it to move laterally until it reaches the creek, where the bulkheads presumably contain the oil from seeping out. However, for
the chemicals dumped right into the creek from polluting industries,
there is no safety net, a mere 12 feet of water stands between the
waste bed and the surface. The process of containment is not an effective solution because there is nothing secure or permanent about
it.
DIAGRAMMING THE PROCESS
The ﬁrst panel in the set examines the working relationships between vertical containment walls and the waste bed at the bottom
of the creek. These bulkheads are not secure all the way and leave
plenty of room for contamination of oil into the creek and do absolutely nothing to cordon the waste on the creek ﬂoor from mixing
with the water above it.
The second panel examines illustrates the natural clay cap within
the ground that prevents the oil from reaching the surface of residential neighborhoods.
The third panel illustrates the two containment systems in tandem
with each other and describes their materiality.
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Maritime Youth House, PLOT
An architecture that contains the brownﬁeld, rather than eliminate it.
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Containing Series
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THE PROCESS OF REGENERATION: RESILIANCE
The regeneration process is a way in which the environment begins
to recover from disturbance and heal/ clean itself. Major disturbances to be overcome is the oil plume underneath the ground, the toxic
waste bed that lies uncovered on the creek bed, and the rotting yet
extent bulkheads that channel the creek and provide little to no
habitat to surrounding organisms.
DIAGRAMMING THE PROCESS
The ﬁrst panel demonstrates a system that places feelers down into
the waste bed to provide aeration and nutrition for bacterium that
may have a role in breaking down the waste. It begins to manipulate the bulkhead edge. A feelers also form the structure of a ﬁltration system that cleans and induces water ﬂow.
The second panel feature a more complex conﬁguration that comes
after the ﬁrst. A restorer and architectural structure is set into the
creek- growing off the system of feelers that intially began to probe
the waste bed and bulkhead. These edges become more manipulable. A barrier is moved farther and farther into the remaining waste
bed as it is slowly processed.
The third panel displays a point where much of the original structure has decayed or moved on, narrowing the creek (thus increasing
movement) and regenerating some of its pre industrial condition.
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Regenerating Series
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Entire Set of Panels
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Art in the Landscape, Richard Serra
Several works by Richard Serra are inﬂuential to this project in the
way that they make marks and traces in the ground. The physical
imposition of the restorer manipulates and changes the landscape.
It divides it, reorganizes it, so that certain moments can be emphasized.
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Richard Serra, Manipulating Ground
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PROGRAMMING

LINKING BOATER AND BATHER

Program
The Kayaker and the Spa- goer and their
potential kinship with water.

+

+

H2O + FeO.SiO2 (I)
Water plus toxic copper slag runoff

Spa-goer
Boater
Both boaters and spa goers come in close contact with the water.
Common ground can both be uncovered and created to link these
two groups so that they are both involved in being cleaned by water
as well as cleaning the water itself.
The program operates on two levels:
1)Active cleaning of the environment, without necessarily being
aware of it.
2)Psychological effect produced from being juxtaposed in parallel
spaces and observing parallel operations. For example, a mud bath
meant to clean the body is aligned next to a reedbed system where
water is being ﬁltered and cleaned.
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James Turrell, Roden Crater
Coming into close contact with the Sky

Charles Simonds: A Floating Factory
Juxtaposition
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NATURING THE SPA
Program:
Restorer Meadow:
1: Field of eco- posts
Transitional Space at Entry:
1: Boat Garage
2: Filter Room
3: Spa Entrance
4: Public Pool Entrance
5: Spa Changing Rooms w/ Lockers
6: Public Pool Changing Rooms w/ Lockers
7: Oxygen Bar and cafe
Hydrotherapy:
1: Prep Shower Room for Mud Bath
2: Mud Immersion
3: Prep Shower Room for Mineral Bath
4: Mineral Bath
Bath Salts: Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom salts)
Sodium Chloride (table salt)
Sodium Bicarbonate (baking soda)
Sodium Hexametaphosphate
Sodium Sesquicarbonate
Borax
5: Steam Bath with Sauna Room
6: Blanket Wrap and Massage Room
7: Lap Pool
8: Reedgrass Channel
9: Drinking Stations
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Transitional Space in Spa:
1: Gym Facilities: Rowing Machines, Treadmills, Bikes
2: Oxygen Bar and Cafe
Lodging:
1: 15 cells, can accommodate 30 short term residents at a time
2: WC and shower
3: Limited dining Facilities
Utilities:
1: Facility Maintenance Room
2: Water Tank Storage Space
3: Heater and Chiller Room

Water Treatment Process:
Water puriﬁcation is the removal of contaminants from untreated water to produce drinking water that is pure enough
for its intended use, most commonly human consumption.
Substances that are removed during the process of drinking
water treatment include bacteria, algae, viruses, fungi, minerals such as iron and sulphur, and man-made chemical pollutants.
Source: Newtown Creek water
Pre treatment:
•
Storage - Water from rivers may also be stored in
bankside reservoirs for periods between a few days and many
months to allow natural biological puriﬁcation to take place.
This is especially important if treatment is by slow sand ﬁlters.
Storage reservoirs also provide a buffer against short periods
of drought or to allow water supply to be maintained during
transitory pollution incidents in the source river.
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•
Containment in Steam Room Undercroft. This is the
holding ‘tank.’ to avoid adding contaminants to the water.
•
Screening- This is the ﬁrst step in purifying surface
water is to remove large debris such as sticks, leaves, trash
and other large particles which may interfere with subsequent
puriﬁcation steps.
•
Pre-conditioning - Many waters rich in hardness salts
are treated with soda-ash (Sodium carbonate) to precipitate
calcium carbonate out utilising the common ion effect.
•
pH adjustment-Distilled water has an average pH of 7
(neither alkaline nor acidic) and sea water has an average pH
of 8.3 (slightly alkaline). If the water is acidic (lower than 7),
lime or soda ash is added to raise the pH. Lime is the more
common of the two additives because it is cheap, but it also
adds to the resulting water hardness. Making the water slightly alkaline ensures that coagulation and ﬂocculation processes
work effectively and also helps to minimize the risk of lead
being dissolved from lead pipes and lead solder in pipe ﬁttings.
Flocculation:
Flocculation is a process which clariﬁes the water. Clarifying
means removing any turbidity or colour so that the water is
clear and colourless. Clariﬁcation is done by causing a precipitate to form in the water which can be removed using simple
physical methods. Initially the precipitate forms as very small
particles but as the water is gently stirred, these particles
stick together to form bigger particles - this process is sometimes called ﬂocculation.
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Many of the small particles that were originally present in the
raw water absorb onto the surface of these small precipitate
particles and so get incorporated into the larger particles that
coagulation produces.
In this way the coagulated precipitate takes most of the suspended matter out of the water and is then ﬁltered off, generally by passing the mixture through a coarse sand ﬁlter or
sometimes through a mixture of sand and granulated anthracite (high carbon and low valoatiles coal). Coagulants or ﬂocculating agents that may be used include:
•
Iron (III) hydroxide. This is formed by adding a solution
of an iron (III) compound such as iron (III) chloride to pretreated water with a pH of 7 or greater. Iron (III) hydroxide is
extremely insoluble and forms even at a pH as low as 7. Commercial formulations of iron salts were traditionally marketed
in the UK under the name Cuprus
•
Aluminium hydroxide is also widely used as the ﬂocculating precipitate although there have been concerns about
possible health impacts and mis-handling lead to a severe
poisoning incident in 1988 at Camelford in south-west UK when
the coagulant was introduced directly into the holding reservoir of ﬁnal treated water.
•
Aluminium Hydroxychloride is an artiﬁcially produced
polymer and is one of a class of synthetic polymers that are
now widely used. These polymers have a high molecular
weight and form very stable and readily removed ﬂocs but
tend to be more expensive in use compared to inorganic materials.
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DESIGN

NATURING IN KEY MOMENTS

5:10

Aeration Tubes in the substrate are
diverted for use in an oxygen bar.
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Phelps-Dodge Copper Refinery
Superfund Site

Koschiusko Bridge, Interstate

Dredge Section
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NATURING THE LANDSCAPE

Brooklyn-Union
Liquified Natural Gas Tanks

e 278
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Waste Beds

Phelps-Dodge Copper Refinery
Superfund Site
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Dredge Section
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Dredge Section
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Decay and release
The bulkhead is the first step in containing oil and toxic chemicals from reaching the water. As it decays,
the oil and toxins creep out.

Ree
Will
Spa
+
Bact

Decay and eat
5:20
As the eco post decays, it becomes a reedgrass plant. It also releases bacteria and enzymes that were
packed in the post. The oil is consumed by this bacteria and toxins are drawn up into the reedgrass.

Deploying Bioremedial agent

dgrass,
ows, or
rtina Alterinflora

teria
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The boater becomes a bio-scrubber, a part of the natural machine.
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Components: Eco Post
1: Cork core
2: Plaster/ Cement Wrapper
3: Wire Mesh wrap
3: Nutrified fertilizer for shrubrass/ reedgrass/ willows.
4: Core Ten perforated metal Wrapper
5: Wire Mesh wrap
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IMPLICATIONS

THE 100 YEAR BUILDING LIFE CYCLE

A One Hundred Year Cycle of a Building and its Environment

A Weekend Cycle of a Building Program

2030 Outgoing Flow: 14,000 million gallons/yr

or 59.3 sqft/second of sewage, wastewater and rainwater

Facials - facial cleansing with a variety of products
Massage

2042

Waxing - the removal of body hair with hot wax
Body wraps - wrapping the body in hot linens, plastic sheets and
blankets, often in combination with herbal compounds

2055

Bathing or soaking in any of the following:
sauna
steam bath
Aromatherapy
Nail care such as manicures and pedicures

2080

Outgoing Flow: 18,000 million gallons/yr
of which 3/4 is sewage, wastewater, and
rainwater and 1/4 is filtered water from
restorer

Nutrition and weight guidance

25% increase in blue crab abundance
and saltwater fish

Yoga and meditation

2105

2108

Personal training

Skin exfoliation - including chemical peels and microdermabrasion
Bathing or soaking in any of the following:
hot tub
mud bath
Bathing or soaking in any of the following:
hot spring
onsen (japanese)
thermae (roman)

2130

Outgoing Flow: 36,000 million gallons/yr
of which 1/2 is sewage, wastewater, and
rainwater and 1/2 is filtered water from
restorer
2133
50% increase in blue crab abundance
and saltwater fish

6:2

A Moving Snapshot: Build up and decay within the structure over time as
pieces get old and weathered from the movement of water and the stain
of nutrients and chemicals.

The Naturing Spa is a health facility and a water puriﬁcation system.
However, it is also an exhibit, a gallery, even a participatory theater.
It has the potential to change attitudes and knowledge for great numbers of people because it presents a solution to living with pollution
in a way many consider dangerous or impossible. We can not keep
on running away from the problems we have created with nature. We
must dwell in it, and nature our spaces.
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An editorial by Dr. Ceridwen Owen of Architects for Peace. Posted September 2007,

http://www.csupomona.edu/~crs
The website to the John T Lyle Center for Regenerative Studies at the California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona.

http://www.sanelijo.org
The ofﬁcial website of the San Elijo lagoon, with work by John T Lyle.

http://www.skibrooklyn.blogspot.com/2007/06/greenpoint-oil-spill-map.html
A blogsite hosting a map of the Greenpoint oil spill as well as a very venomous
debate on the dangers in the creek and who is to blame.

http://www.ssbx.org
Sustainable South Bronx

http://www.thehighline.org/
Friends of the High Line

http://www.detail.de/PraxisPutze_en/index.html
Detail Magazine Website. “Plaster, Render, Paint and Coatings”

http://youtube.com/watch?v=3Ao_8nHEgL8
The Urban Assembly School for the Urban Environment,an elementary school in
Brooklyn conducts Surface Analysis tests at Newtown Creek

http://habitatmap.org/projectmap/mapframeset.html
Newtown Creek “Habitat Map”

http://nyc.gov/html/dep/html/harbor_water/index.shtml
NYC Harbor Water Treatment System

http://nymag.com/news/features/32865/index2.html
New Yorker

http://www.oceangraﬁx.com/o.g/Charts/Atlantic/NOAA-Nautical-Chart-EastRiver-Newtown-Creek.html
Nautical chart of Newtown Creek
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http://skibrooklyn.blogspot.com/2007/06/greenpoint-oil-spill-map.html
Greenpoint Oil Spill Map

http://www.gothamgazette.com/article/waterfront/20071005/18/2308
A website addressing waterfront issues in New York City.

http://www.sf.adfg.state.ak.us/sarr/restoration/techniques/grassroll.cfm
Revegetation and stream bank restoration techniques.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organisms_used_in_water_puriﬁcation
Organisms used in water puriﬁcation.
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Naturing Spa: Recovering an ecological kinship with
Newtown Creef

Description of project:
Architecture disturbs the space it occupies. In coming in
contact with the ground, a building temporarily removes
the plants and the animal life that once dwelt on that spot.
This ecosystem is disturbed by both human inhabitation
and by the presence of the physical building.
What if the architecture does not displace, but cohabits
and regenerates existing ecosystems? Can it function
like a tree, engaging in a beneficial, symbiotic relationship
with the surrounding ecosystem? Can it minimize harmful disturbance and create a new relationship, one that
improves the ecosystem and allows it to flourish?
I contend that a means of regenerating the body and
regenerating nature can be linked through architecture. This design proposal integrates a water purification
system with a health spa to recover a polluted creek for
human inhabitation. This is achieved through a process
I call naturing, where human activity is integrated with
natural processes. The possibility of coming in contact
with the polluted water not only in safety and comfort,
but actively disturbing it and cleaning it, can introduce a
new mental and physical attitude towards urban, polluted,
environments and environmental health. Not only can we
dwell safely within it, but the experience can be mutually
beneficial.
Site:
The heavily polluted estuary of Newtown Creek in the
borough of Queens in New York City is America’s oldest
industrial waterway.

At a length of 4 miles, it is an enormous geographic
armature within the city, but its presence within the public
realm is largely negated by the industrial facilities sealing
off its banks. It also has a public stigma associated with
it being toxic and dangerous; it i present site of a 1950
oil spill several times larger than the Exxon Valdez spill in
Alaska. Recently, it is gaining interest as a site for environmental remediation and public access. In September
2007, a small boat slip and creek walk, (the first instance
of a public penetration onto the creek) was dedicated on
the Brooklyn side of the river.
Discussion of the Methods Used
I began drawing with the belief that art can reflect a natural process. Through drawing, I can being to compile and
test a series of formal and compositional techniques.
I began this project by drawing. I made marks on paper.
This is the mark of disturbance, in this case, on a piece
of paper. Then, I change the image, I disturb by applying
new marks, perhaps, with a new medium. I repeat this
process as the design becomes more complex.
The gestures I employ as I make my drawings begin to
inform me of ways of composing space, and what acts
upon and disturbs that space. I also begin to understand
the resilience of materials, ie the hardness of lacquer and
the sandiness of stucco or the firmness of wood. Understanding how resilient certain materials are begins to play
a role in how I manipulate material and texture to further
my design intentions.

These drawings give me ways of starting a design on the
site. It begins with laying a foundation design, that I will
constantly disturb and reinterpret throughout the architecture. In this case, the foundation, or ‘substrate’ is the
purest idea of environmental cleaning. It is inspired by
engineered structures called ‘restorers’. Like a coral reef,
these are frames that are set in the water and support the
growth of aquatic and marine life by allowing it to attach
to its structure, which may be embedded with nutrients
and enzymes that encourage algae and plant growth.
My drawings, like my artwork, then become a series
of layerings. Materials that are less resilient might get
scraped away but those that stay on in every subsequent
layering take on a strong presence as a result.

Program:
Restorer Meadow:
1: Field of eco- posts
Transitional Space at Entry:
1: Boat Garage
2: Filter Room
3: Spa Entrance
4: Public Pool Entrance
5: Spa Changing Rooms w/ Lockers
6: Public Pool Changing Rooms w/ Lockers
7: Oxygen Bar and Cafe
Hydrotherapy:
1: Prep Shower Room for Mud Bath
2: Mud Immersion
3: Prep Shower Room for Mineral Bath

4: Mineral Bath
Bath Salts: Magnesium Sulfate (Epsom salts)
Sodium Chloride (table salt)
Sodium Bicarbonate (baking soda)
Sodium Hexametaphosphate
Sodium Sesquicarbonate
Borax
5: Steam Bath with Sauna Room
6: Blanket Wrap and Massage Room
7: Lap Pool
8: Reedgrass Channel
9: Drinking Stations
Transitional Space in Spa:
1: Gym Facilities: Rowing Machines, Treadmills, Bikes
2: Oxygen Bar and Cafe
Lodging:
1: 15 cells, can accommodate 30 short term residents at
a time
2: WC and shower
3: Limited dining Facilities
Utilities:
1: Facility Maintenance Room
2: Water Tank Storage Space
3: Heater and Chiller Room

Experiencing the project:
The landscape surrounding the spa introduces a boater
to the regenerative process.
As a boater travels down the creek by canoe or kayak,
they pass through a series of outdoor creek spaces, that
quietly evoke a century of industrial and commercial exploitation.
The boater may see the large bulkheads erected to contain the nations worst underground oil spill.
At another point, they are treated to the rancid smell of
burning petroleum and garbage waste.
At another point, they maneuver to avoid running
aground on the waste and sludge left over from dumping
copper refinery runoff.
Another visual treat is the way in which businesses have
turned their backs to the creek, by parking cement trucks
at the waters edge, or by turning the waters edge into
a storage lot, with piles of cargo containers, or wood or
metal members sitting around, waiting to get shipped to a
construction site.
Without an architectural intervention, the site is already
a sensory feast. But it is a feast beyond a human scale,
it offers dangers that are beyond our control. The design
that they will pass into presents its own series of rooms,
but ones where the boater can take control of the creeks

destiny by cleaning it, simply by enjoying themselves.
After moving through these series of outdoor ‘rooms,’ he
or she enters a field of floating restorer posts, set in the
most polluted part of the creek. These posts are notched
with trail markers that encourage a meandering movement through this field. What the boater might not intially
perceive is that these posts are in fact points of growth.
They are packed with enzymes and reed grass that encourages algae growth and the reemergence of marine
life. They are connected by geosynthetic membranes that
serve as additional structure for this emerging growth. As
boats pass over the membranes, they drag the enzymes
and algae growths under them and spread the area of
effect. The boaters are taking part in an orchestrated
disturbance and inadvertently become part of this natural
machine.
Near the spa, the points of growth become fixed in a
waste bed of toxic chemicals that blanket the creek bed
at its most polluted point. Once relatively free to float
around, they are now fixed and stable points. They become aerators; simultaneously allowing the decomposing
wastes to offgass safely and sending heathful oxygen
down to encourage bacterial growth that will help to accelerate the breakdown.
Parallel to the restorer posts, a series of retaining walls
emerge. These planes catch the meandering boats and
direct them on new paths through the field. The largest
one guides them along a channel, down a sluice, straight
into the spa, where they are parked and stacked. The
boats extend the natural machine into the building.

The enzyme and algae rich water that came in with the
boat now undergoes a series of filtrations as the guest
receives the treatments of the spa. As the guests move
through the series of rooms in the spa, they are constantly reminded of the close presence of the pollution as well
as the process that is treating it to make it safe.
The series of treatments parallel the spa baths in a progressive cleansing process. The first bath, the mud bath
receives the raw, dirty body. The untreated water from
the creek flows through here first as well, first through a
screen filter and then through a reverse osmosis membrance. After this comes a mineral bath, where the water
and the body are subjected to disturbance with mineral
enrichments. The water may receive a sodium carbonate treatment while the spa user may receive a sodium
bicarbonate bath.
As the boater turned spa goer gets cleaned and relaxed,
so too do the waters of the creek become clean.
The water travels in a separate channel until it is safe
enough to come in contact with the guest. After that point,
the water from the creek may be drunk, and the steam in
the steam room is completely composed of the restored
water which has been distilled. The creek water literally penetrates the pores of the body. The condensed
steam flows out into a lap pool, composed completely
of the cleansed water. It runs adjacent to the channel in
which the boater first entered the spa. Some of the water
is redirected into pipes and is pumped back into the spa
rooms where the guests may ‘take the waters.’

They do not realize until the end, when they are in the
steam room, that they have been drinking the creek
water this whole time. In this space, the spa guest may
look back at the polluted water they came in with as well
as the purified water that public visitors are swimming in
below.
Through their use and enjoyment of the space, the
guests are completing the architecture’s purpose, regeneration of the human body and regeneration of nature.
The process of naturing is completed.

Discussion of the project’s significance: What do I want
this project to achieve:
The project has the potential to give humans a new way
of living with polluted sites. Instead of abandoning them,
we can actively clean them, all while going about activities that we might consider to be more conventional. In
fact, this design shows that cleaning the environment and
keeping our bodies clean can be one and the same. It
is humanity bound in a deep symbiotic relationship with
nature: naturing.

